
 

HP learning companion notebooks empower youth for
tomorrow's success

As Africa positions itself to emerge from the pandemic, young people will increasingly need to adjust to new ways of
studying, working, creating, and - importantly - connecting. HP 's range of HP 15 Notebooks are the ideal learning
companions. The HP15 notebook 15s-fq2003ni Powered by the 11th Generation Intel® Core™ i3 processors, are built to
equip the youth, as well as those working from home, with the best tools for the new normal.

“HP is committed to bringing the best and latest technology to enable people to
connect and create from anywhere,” said Vice President and Managing
Director of HP in Africa, Bradley Pulford. “We understand the need to adapt
to a rapidly-changing academic environment to stay on top and prepare
yourself for tomorrow's success. The fast-processing speed of the HP 15”
notebooks enables you to bring your ideas to life through quick research,
collaboration and execution; at the same time, the long battery life will allow
you to stay uninterrupted and productive.”

What to expect from HP 15 notebooks?
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Learn from anywhere – On or off campus, carry the thin and light notebooks easily around for studying on the go.
HD camera – A TrueVision HD camera enables the users to collaborate remotely, even in low light conditions. Its built-
in digital microphone takes care of clear sound to get your points across.
Long battery life – Fast-charge batteries that can gain 50% charge in just 45 minutes mean more time is spent online.
Light, thin, design – beyond the stylish looks, a thin, easy-to-carry 15” notebook is easy to take to and from school or
work, while being big enough to see and complete tasks.
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Pricing and availability:

For more information, please click here
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The HP 15 Notebook is available in South Africa for a starting price of R8999

https://www.hp.com/za-en/laptops/home/hplearningcompanion.html
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